


One Thousand Promises is a duo art project between Francesca Willow and Madison Mae 
Parker. Francesca, a choreographer and performer, uses Madison’s poetry as a starting point 

for making movement.The duo aims to create a full, experiential atmosphere for the 
audience, not allowing them to be passive observers, but active participants in the 

conversation unfolding before them. Their work touches on the darkness that lies within us 
all, particularly focusing on eating disorders and mental illness, and the strength to 

overcome through the power that exists within womanhood.



"A stray cat marches across the keys of a giant church organ, and Madi Parker’s voice bellows out. Her poetry is a weird, loud holiness 
that fills the room. It sobs, it celebrates, it apologizes with its fingers crossed. Madi’s work is covered in cat fur and claw marks, and is the 
most honest song you’ll hear about you and everyone you know. Amen."  
--Bill Moran, Louisiana State University Poetry MFA Candidate, Performing Artist 



Madison Mae Parker is a 24 year old Texas-native figuring out what "adulting" truly 
means. With affinity for cartoons and anime, particularly Adventure Time and Bee and 
Puppycat, she would much rather live in these worlds than the one of flesh and blood. 
Thus, why she creates. A member of the Mic Check '13, '14, and '15 Slam Teams, she has 
also coached the Mic Check 2015 team and competed in various independent festivals 
such as Women of the World and Texas Grand Slam.  She is currently President of Mic 
Check Poetry, a poetry non-profit out of Bryan, TX, where she has served as Co-Director 
and Director of Texas Grand Slam and Speak Up! Speak Out! Youth Poetry Slam. Through 
her experience at Mic Check, she has lead weekly youth writing workshops in local high 
schools, junior highs, and at the Brazos County Juvenile Justice Center.  In addition to her 
poetry experience, she has worked for several presses included having co-founded 
TAMU's literary magazine, The Eckleburg Project, and where she currently works as the 
Media Director at Write Bloody Publishing. Come January 2016, a new adventure shall 
unfold as she begins an art residency program in Kansas City, Missouri.  She questions 
daily how she is so eternally blessed. www.madisonmaeparker.com 

"A stray cat marches across the keys of a giant church organ, and Madi Parker’s voice 
bellows out. Her poetry is a weird, loud holiness that fills the room. It sobs, it celebrates, it 
apologizes with its fingers crossed. Madi’s work is covered in cat fur and claw marks, and is 
the most honest song you’ll hear about you and everyone you know. Amen."  
--Bill Moran, Louisiana State University Poetry MFA Candidate, Performing Artist 

Madi Mae Parker is an enigmatic dream--full stop. She's the writer's writer, unafraid 
to seek guidance and inspiration from her convictions, a rarity in a field of 
art priding impression over substance. Madi commands a truthful and well-
crafted exchange between writer and reader, artist and audience. Simply put, she is 
woman, she is water, and her authoritative and exploratory work forces us to seek 
our own revelatory shores.  
--Florence Davies, The Eckleburg Project Literary Journal Advisor, 
Administrator of TAMU Writing Center 

Perhaps Madi’s work is so vice grip because it caught me off guard like Alexander burning 
down Persepolis or moreso like a feminist axe to the patriarchy. It hits you like a 
thunderstorm during a midday walk. She doesn’t just serve you poetry. She chews it up like 
cheese grits and regurgitates it down your throat. 
-- Amir Safi, 2013 Southern Fried Indi Slam Champion, Founder of Write About Now 
Poetry  

http://www.madisonmaeparker.com/


 'All *I* really need to do is hold the space open -- it is passionate, creative people like Francesca who will fill it and flourish. Such 
interesting contexts in which you'll be presenting the work, and I imagine it will provoke dynamic, moving conversation' Theron Schmidt  
Francesca Mcloughlin: Lecturer in the School of the Arts and Media at University of New South Wales



Choreographer and performance artist and educator  Francesca Willow is a London 
based performance artist. She trained in contemporary dance at Trinity Laban before 
completing an MA in Theatre and Performance Studies at King's College London. 
She loves collaborating and questioning with artists from other mediums, and has 
worked across the UK, Europe and the United States. www.francescawillow.com  

 'All *I* really need to do is hold the space open -- it is passionate, creative 
people like Francesca who will fill it and flourish. Such interesting contexts in 
which you'll be presenting the work, and I imagine it will provoke dynamic, 
moving conversation' Theron Schmidt  
Francesca Mcloughlin: Lecturer in the School of the Arts and Media at 
University of New South Wales 

'an asset to any area she wishes to pursue.  She is a culturally engaged and 
clear thinker, able both to grasp new concepts and debate the questions they 
raise. I remember best her fearlessness…always generous with her spirit, 
always supportive of others, and always on top of what was going on outside 
of herself.  I feel that her responsibility and maturity mark her as an individual 
who will not only flourish within new opportunities and environments, but who 
will end up as someone that everyone around her wishes to learn from.'  
- Fenella Kennedy, dance-geek now residing in the graduate department 
at The Ohio State University.

http://www.francescawillow.com/
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